PRODUCT CATALOGUE

CHAIRS
Design ProfessorBRUNO MATHSSON
Professor Bruno Mathsson designed seat and back for our chairs so that the user would effortlessly
find and maintain a good posture at his work place. Our chairs are developed to suit professionals who
spend long hours in a seated position and who require optimal back support and at the same time,
freedom of movement.
Based on Prof. Mathssons ingenious designs, we offer a wide range of models, each adapted to
address specific user requirements.

SAGA

SUPPORT

A new ergonomic chair, based
on the Support Stool. Seat and
back are adjusted independently. The chair has no protruding parts, all mechanical
components are covered for
hygien purposes.

The bowled shaped seat and
the sculptured back rest offers
support for back and shoulders.
Free float functionality makes
seat and back follow the user’s
movements.

TABURETT ASSISTENT

TABURETT

Developed specifically for
assistants with a deep seat
that may be tilted, a high gas
spring and foot ring. The arm
rest provides back, arm and
abdominal support for better
flexibility and reach.

Designed for traditional seating, the Taburett is suited for
users without need for a back
rest. The compact shape of the
seat offers maximum freedom
of movement. Can be tilted.

OTHER MODELS
AKKA

PRISMA

A traditional chair that may be
tilted and a backrest which may
be adjusted for height and rake.
Ergonomic features include a
rounded back rest and slightly
bowlshaped seat.

A high quality, minimalistic stool
with a round, soft seat. Primarily suited for short procedures.
Height is adjusted via a ring under the seat.

SADDLE STOOLS
Correct seating is PERFECT seating
PERFECT Saddle Stool facilitates proper posture and is suited for professionals wishing to alleviate
fatigue and potential injury accompanying long procedures. Their compact design offer improved freedom of movement on restricted surfaces.
The PERFECT Saddle series include two models, each with two different sizes. The based is chromed
with soft casters for hard floors as standard. The gas piston is adapted to the height of the user for
optimal working position. Most saddle chairs may be equipped with foot activator, back rest or other
accessories.

PERFECT Classic

PERFECT Advanced

A soft seat with a wider surface. Height and tilt adjustment
levers under the seat. Particularly well suited for women.

A soft seat with a wider surface
and special zones minimizing
uncomfortable pressure. Designed specifically for the male
anatomy. Height and tilt levers
under the seat.

PERFECT Lite

PERFECT Lite Advanced

A small, soft seat, its narrow
shape giving the user a more
compact position when seated.
Height and tilt adjustment levers under the seat.

As Perfect Advanced but with
a smaller, more compact seat.
Cut-out zones reducing uncomfortable pressure makes it
particularly suitable for men.

PERFECT Lite Hybrid

PERFECT Lite Adv Hybrid

PERFECT Lite equipped with
a free-float solution that can be
locked by way of a lever. The
seat follows the user’s movements thus activating several
muscles in the lower back.

PERFECT
Lite Advanced
equipped with a free-float function activating muscles in the
lower back and abdomen. Cutout zones minimizes uncomfortable pressure.

ACCESSORIES

DISTRIBUTOR:

Foot activator

Saddle back rest

Simplifies height adjustment via a foot
controlled ring. Fits all
chair and saddle models.

Lumbar support which
may be adjusted for
height and rake. Fits
all saddle models except HYBRID.

SWING Arm rest

Arm rest RELAX 2D

Arm rest which can
alternate as back and
abdominal
support.
Swivels 360 degrees.

Relieves back and
shoulders and follows
the user’s movements
back/forward and left/
right. Fits SUPPORT
models.

MiniSWING

Arm rest Fixed

A high quality arm rest
which swiwels around
the chair. Fits all saddles and chairs.

A traditional arm rest
whichis adjustable for
height. Fits the SUPPORT Chair.

Foot ring

Casters
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